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Abstract: International Patent Classification (IPC) is a standard taxonomy or

hierarchy maintained by WIPO (World Intellectual Property Organization). Using

this standard hierarchy, patents are classified using machine learning techniques.

The first sets of experiments investigate the effect on classification performance at

different levels (section, class, subclass and main group level) of IPC hierarchy.

Experiments show that there is a decrease in performance going deep down the

hierarchy and at the higher level of detail, the accuracy is very low. This might be

due to inclusion of more general terms than specific terms. The deeper level

(higher level of details) of hierarchy is more specific. The internal nodes of a

hierarchy are more general than the leaf nodes and the leaf nodes are more specific

than the internal nodes. Classification at different levels of hierarchy considering

low frequent terms were investigated. Low frequent terms can refer to specific

terms and it cannot be ignored as noise. The second set of experiments focuses on

what field of patents optimize the classification accuracy at different levels of

detail. The third set of experiments focuses on the significance of low frequent

terms across the IPC hierarchy. Experiments show that by including low frequent

terms, the accuracy at higher level of details can be improved significantly. The

low frequent terms set outperforms full terms set in achieving better performance

in terms of accuracy and it also reduces the dimension of text substantially.

1 Introduction

The process of assignment of one or more predefined classes to text documents

automatically is called text classification or categorization. There are many applications

of text classification like organizing web pages into hierarchical categories, indexing

journal articles by subject categories (e.g., the Library of Congress, MEDLINE, etc.),

responding to Census Bureau occupations, filtering email messages, tracking news

events and filtering by topics, archiving patents using International Patent Classification
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(IPC). Patent Classification or Categorization is one of the application areas of text

classification. Text classification approaches for patent classification problems have to

manage very multi-labelled documents, large size of hierarchy, large documents and

huge feature set [TBT05]. IPC is a standard taxonomy developed and maintained by

World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO). The IPC consists of about 80000

categories that cover the whole range of industrial technologies [TBT05]. There are 8

sections at the highest level of the hierarchy, then 128 classes, 648 subclasses, about

7200 main groups, and about 72000 subgroups at lower levels [TBT05]. The top four

levels from the 80000 classes are mostly used in automatic patent classification systems

[TBT05]. The IPC is a complex hierarchical system, with layers of increasing detail.

Each classification term consists of a symbol such as C08F 2/00 (which represents

"Processes of polymerisation"). The first letter is the "section symbol" consisting of a

letter from A ("Human Necessities") to H ("Electricity"). C represents chemistry,

metallurgy. This is followed by a two digit number to give a "class symbol" (C08

represents "organic macromolecular compounds; their preparation or chemical working-

up; compositions based thereon"). The final letter makes up the "subclass" (C08F

represents "macromolecular compounds obtained by reactions only involving carbon-to-

carbon unsaturated bonds"). The subclass is then followed by a 1 to 3 digit "group"

number, forward slash and a number of at least two digits representing a "main group" or

"subgroup".

Patent classification is a kind of knowledge management where documents are assigned

predefined categories. Patent collections consist of huge vocabulary and this large

vocabulary reduces the classification performance in terms of accuracy. The reason for

low accuracy of classifier is due to inclusion of noisy words that is needed to be

differentiating from discriminant words. We reduce the vocabulary size by considering

only frequent terms that have frequency above than a threshold based on some document

frequency of that those terms in the entire collection. In experiments, it was found that

low frequent terms are discriminant terms and due to inclusion of low frequent terms the

classification accuracy can be improved at the deeper level of IPC hierarchy where the

accuracy is quite low.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section II discusses related work in

the field of text classification and its application patent classification. Section III gives a

methodology consisting of previous algorithms to classify patents. Section IV gives

analysis and experiment results. In experiment section, we discuss results on two

datasets. And finally Section V is about the key lessons learned and some direction for

future work for further exploration.

2 Related Work

Sebastiani [Se02] [Se05] has written an excellent survey on machine learning methods

for text categorization and challenges in it. Ceci and Marleba [CM07] investigated the

issues regarding representation of documents and also the learning process. Dumais and

Chen [DC00] explores the use of hierarchies to classify a large collection of web
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content. A number of statistical classifications and machine learning techniques have

been applied to text categorization, including nearest neighbour classifiers [Ya99]

[YL99], Centroid-Based Classifier [HK00], Naive Bayes (NB) [Le98], Decision Trees

[LR94] and Support Vector Machines (SVM) [Jo98]. Because a patent is a text

document, these techniques can be applied to patent categorization. Larkey [La99]

developed a classification tool based on a k-Nearest Neighbour (k-NN) approach.

Chakrabarti, Dom and Indyk [CDI98] developed a hierarchical patent classification

system using 12 subclasses organized in three levels. Krier and Zacca [KZ02] discussed

a comprehensive set of patent classification experiments but the results are not disclosed.

Fall, Torcsvari, Benzineb and Karetka [Fa03] showed through experiments that the first

300 words of patent gives better classification performance as compared to when full

patents are considered irrespective of any classifier.

3 Methodology

The documents are mostly stored in HTML and XML. The content of documents is

transformed into a compact representation. Text representations highly influence the

classifier in achieving better performance. Text classification consists of 3 phases: text

representation, building classifier model, testing classifier (evaluation). Vector Space

Model (VSM) is a common way to represent document in a vector of terms [SWY75].

Once documents are represented as a vector of terms, terms are weighted across the

document collection using weighting schemes. Table 1 shows three weighting schemes

known as TFIDF (Term Frequency Inverse Document Frequency), BM25 (Best Match)

and SMART (System for Manipulating and Retrieving Text) formulas. The formulas for

these weighting schemes are given in Table 1. In all three formulas the tfij is the number

of occurrences of jth term in ith document. A normalized tf can be defined as !" # $%!"& $%!"'()*
The parameter for three term weighting formulas shown in Table 1 is briefly discussed

here. In the formula of TFIDF shown in Table 1, tfij is the number of occurrences of jth

term in ith document, N is total number of documents in document collection and nj is

the number of documents where jth term occurs. In BM25 formula k and b are constant;

tfij is the number of occurrences of jth term in ith document; doclen is document length;

avgdoclen is average document length; dft is the document frequency of jth term and N is

the number of documents in the collection. In SMART tfij is the number of occurrences

of a term j in the ith document; avgtfij is the average document frequency of term j;

doclen is the document length (the number of terms) and avgdoclen is the average document

length.

After the assignment of weights to terms, classifiers are build on training set and using

this model data is tested from the testing set. The naïve Bayesian classifier is a statistical

classifier [HK06]. Bayes' theorem is the basis for Bayesian classification [HK06]. The

basic idea in a Naive Bayesian Classifier is the assumption that the effect of an attribute

value on a given class is independent of the other values of other attributes [HK06].
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SVM is a state-of-the-art machine learning method developed by V. Vapnik [Va95] is

well suited for text classification [Jo98]. The reason that SVMs work well for text

classification is the huge dimensional input space, and document vectors sparsity [Jo98].

Decision tree does not require any knowledge [TK11a]. Given a training data a decision

tree can be induced. From decision tree rules are created about the data and using these

rules documents in testing set are classified [TK11a].

Term Weighting Formula+!"#,-!"./0123" TFIDF

[SB97]4!" # 56789.,-!":58 ; <97 <. =>?/@ABCDE0F/@A 7 $%!" . G>D2 ; =%" 7 H.I=%" 7 H.I BM25

[Ro95]

4!" # 58 7 /01 5$%!"9958 7 /01 5BCD$%!"99 . 8KH.L 7 H.M. =>?/@ABCDE0F/@AN . /01 5 2=%"9 SMART

[TLL07]

Table 1: Different Term Weighting Schemes

Another type of classifier is an instance based classifier called K-nearest neighbour or

KNN. KNN can be applied to many fields of data mining. KNN is a supervised learning

algorithm. The similarity between all documents of testing and training set is computed.

K nearest neighbours is considered for each document in testing set and documents are

assigned classes on majority [TK11b]. The last step in text classification is evaluation.

Precision, recall, f-measure and accuracy are used to evaluate the performance of

classification. Using values in Table 3, the classifiers are evaluated using the measures

shown in Table 2.

Term Weighting Measure

O # 5B 7 =95B 7 < 7 ? 7 =9 Accuracy[Se02]

P # =5< 7 =9 Precision

[Se02]

Q # =5? 7 =9 Recall [Se02]

R # 5M.P.Q95P 7 Q9 F-Measure

[Se02]

Table 2: Evaluation Measures
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!"#$%&'#$
(#)*'%+# ,-.%'%+#

/&'0*1
23*4,1#.

(#)*'%+# * 5
,-.%'%+# & $

Table 3: Contingency Table [Se02]

4 Experimental Results and Dataset

This work is an extension of our previous work [KH11]. In our previous work, the goal

of the classification was to discover the impact of low frequent terms in comparison to

high frequent terms at only higher level of details without trying to model the

hierarchical structure of the collection patents. Here the focus is on patent classification

using IPC hierarchy. One of the focuses of experiments made was to see classification

accuracy on different levels of IPC hierarchy using different classifiers with different

weighting schemes. The other focus was to investigate what fields of patents can

optimize the classification accuracy at different levels of hierarchy. The significance of

low frequent terms was also investigated. Two datasets are used which will be discussed

late. One of them is extracted from a benchmark dataset of chemical patents.

DATASET-1

Patent documents are downloaded from http://www.freepatentsonline.com [FP11]. All

the experiments on this dataset were carried out using WEKA [WF05] libraries in Java.

Only short documents in the downloaded documents are considered to make a dataset of

1484 documents. The reason behind this is WEKA is not much scalable. It crashes every

time whenever more than 2000 documents are used for training classifier. Patents have

huge vocabulary and are long documents. The train / test split is 66 / 34 %. Experiments

are made on 4 classifiers (naïve bayesian, support vector machine, j48, k nearest

neighbor) using two weighting schemes (tfidf, bm25). Considering IPC hierarchy, the 4

classifiers are used on each level (main group, sub class and class level) of the

taxonomy. Documents were in HTML form. Documents contain several sections like

Title, Document Type and Number, Abstract, Inventors, Application Number,

Publication Date, International Classes, Claims, Description and some others. First of all,

the set of patent documents (both training and testing) are preprocessed. All HTML tags

are removed and hence converted to plain text. The plain text is then preprocessed to

extract content words. All case words are treated as small. Only text under claim section

of patent documents is considered here. Stop words are removed. Stemming [Sn11] is

performed to get the root of the word. Although stemming is not useful in terms of

accuracy it is useful in reducing the dimensions of text. All words that are less than or

equal to 4 characters are also removed. After preprocessing a set of unique 4351 terms

(word type) is obtained.
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Table 4 shows the performance of different classifiers at different levels of details. It is

observed that at the higher level of detail the classifiers show lower results. From three

levels of detail (main group, subclass and class), the result at the main group level is

quite low as compared to the performance at the subclass or class level. One reason for

this can be the inclusion of general words rather than specific words. Words go in a

hierarchy from general to specific. The inclusion of general terms gives better results at

the lower level of details and at higher levels of detail the performance goes down.

Level Weighting

Scheme

NB SMO J48 KNN

K=1

KNN

K=3

Main

Group

TFIDF 42.28 37.87 33.45 25.49 14.20

BM25 46.05 50.48 34.30 30.29 13.77

Sub

Class

TFIDF 78.10 77.90 76.20 62.30 59.30

BM25 83.10 85.00 78.50 70.30 65.40

Class TFIDF 82.40 81.30 78.60 63.20 60.60

BM25 84.20 88.30 79.50 71.10 67.90

Table 4: Performance in terms of F-Measure at different levels of IPC hierarchy

Figure 1: Performance of Classifiers at different levels of detail

At the main group level, NB with TFIDF weighting achieves higher f-measure than other

classifiers and SMO with BM25 weighting performs better than other classifiers.

Similarly for subclass and class level, NB with TFIDF and SMO with BM25 performs

better than other classifiers. From Figure 1, it can be seen that at class level, f-measure

almost reaches 90 percent but it drops down to between approximately 10 and 50 percent

at the main group level. NB, SMO and J48 performs better than KNN when K=1 and
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K=3 as shown in Figure 1. There are some terms that are more specific than what we are

using now and that needs to be extracted to improve this performance. It was found that

SMO achieve highest f-measure at different levels of hierarchy. It was also found that

there is a decrease in performance going deep down the hierarchy of IPC. The focus of

next experiments is to explore what features can optimize the classifier at different level

of details (at the class, subclass and main group level). These experiments are performed

different fields of patent documents at different levels of IPC hierarchy. Then

experiments were made to see the effect of three kind of feature set on accuracy at class,

subclass and main group.

DATASET-2

This dataset is extracted from a benchmark dataset of TREC chemical patents. The total

documents on which experimentation are made is 4238. The train / test split was 66/34.

66% of documents were randomly placed in training set and 34% of documents were

placed in testing set. All stop words are removed and stemming [Sn11] is performed.

LIBSVM [CL01] library is used in Octave [Oc11] here to classify the patent documents.

The reason for using libsvm library is because when weka library is used in java with

more than 2000 documents, it crashes every time. This dataset is a collection of title,

abstract, claims, background summary, description and the IPC class. All these fields are

extracted and stored separately in a file. Experiments on complete patent are also made.

There are 19717 word tokens and 4027 word types in title field of patent. Then there are

156035 word tokens and 9700 word types in abstract field. Claims contain 761773 word

tokens and 18488 word types. Then there are around 2.2 million word tokens and 45709

word types in background summary. The largest field of patent is description and it has

around 5.2 million word tokens and 83738 word types. For a complete patent, the

numbers of word tokens are around 8.3 million and the total numbers of word types are

106045. 21 classes documents were extracted from a database of 35000 documents.

Each class has about 150 documents in training and 50 documents in testing.

The next set of experiments is to see the precision of classifier at different levels of IPC

hierarchy using different fields of patents and all patent. At the higher level of detail

(main group level) the highest precision achieved was 41.6 percent as shown in Table 7.

At the subclass level, the highest precision achieved was 61.81 percent. Similarly at the

class level the highest precision achieved was 77.5 percent. At the section level the

highest precision achieved was 94.17 percent as shown in Table 5.

A decrease in performance can be seen from figure 4, 5 and 6. It can be seen clearly

from figure 4, 5 and 6 that at section level the precision achieved is greater than the

precisions at the higher level of details. The performance drops down at the higher level

of details. Through experimentation at different levels, it is proved that considering

complete patent give better results as compared to each field of patents. Using BM25

and SMART complete patent performs better in terms of precision at each level of IPC

hierarchy whereas with TFIDF only at main group level abstract field of patent

outperforms other fields as well as complete patent and at subclass, class and section

level with BM25 complete patent outperforms other fields of patent in classification. For
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each level of details, the evaluation made here is based on the predicted labels matching

any of the known actual classes is considered a right classification.

Fields of

Patent

Main

Group

Sub

Class

Class Section

Title 0.1319 0.3063 0.4194 0.9271

Abstract 0.1569 0.3068 0.4431 0.9354

Claims 0.0972 0.3292 0.5632 0.9347

Background

Summary

0.1208 0.2882 0.4236 0.9410

Description 0.0653 0.3139 0.2951 0.9396

All 0.0694 0.3188 0.5125 0.9417

Table 5: Precision at different levels of detail of IPC hierarchy using TFIDF

Fields of

Patent

Main

Group

Sub

Class

Class Section

Title 0.2556 0.4375 0.5979 0.8319

Abstract 0.2604 0.5056 0.6535 0.8509

Claims 0.3368 0.5146 0.6424 0.8319

Background

Summary

0.3271 0.5083 0.6535 0.8674

Description 0.3576 0.5403 0.6778 0.8688

All 0.3882 0.5896 0.7049 0.8826

Table 6: Precision at different levels of detail of IPC hierarchy using SMART

Fields of

Patent

Main

Group

Sub

Class

Class Section

Title 0.2306 0.3986 0.6375 0.8444

Abstract 0.2806 0.4771 0.6375 0.8639

Claims 0.3049 0.4826 0.6500 0.8694

Background

Summary

0.2708 0.4632 0.6708 0.8972

Description 0.2778 0.4951 0.6708 0.8805

All 0.4160 0.6181 0.7750 0.9319

Table 7: Precision at different levels of detail of IPC hierarchy using BM25

The focus of next set of experiments were to see the effect of feature set on classification

accuracy considering three classes (one each from class, subclass and main group level)

of IPC hierarchy. The classes chosen were C, C08 and C08F. The classes under C
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represent C class level, classes under C08 represent subclass level and classes under

C08F represent main group level. Again LIBSVM library is used in Octave to classify

patents using IPC hierarchy. There are 4238 documents in total. Under class C there are

2623 documents. There are 1007 documents in C08 and in C08F there are 403

documents. The hierarchy goes from general to specific. The leaf nodes are more

specific than the internal nodes. In simple words, a child node is more specific than the

parent node. So if specific terms set are considered, the accuracy at deep level can be

improved. A question arises here that what feature set can represent more specific terms

that achieve higher accuracy at C08F than at C08 and C level classes.

Experiments are performed on three feature sets at different levels. The first feature set

consists of all terms and is abbreviated as FS1. The second feature set (FS2) consists of

those terms that occur in more than 50 documents. The third feature set represents those

terms that occur in more than 5 and less than 51 documents. This feature set is named as

FS3. FS1 vocabulary consists of 106045 word types. FS2 comprises of 3967 word types

and FS3 contains 11716 word types. For evaluation purpose a 10-fold cross validation is

performed.

There are four instances where it can be found that the accuracy at C08F (higher level of

detail) is better than the accuracy at C and C08 (lower level of details). Three out of

these four instances use FS3 that means that all three instances which use low frequent

terms set (FS3) performs better in terms of accuracy at C08F than at C08 and C. Only

one other instance achieves higher accuracy at C08F than at C and C08.

Feature Set

and

Weighting

Scheme

C C08 C08F

FS1 + TFIDF 0.5284 0.4777 0.5211

FS2 + TFIDF 0.4518 0.4350 0.5087

FS3 + TFIDF 0.5513 0.4836 0.6005

FS1 + BM25 0.6756 0.5492 0.5261

FS2 + BM25 0.6138 0.4936 0.4591

FS3 + BM25 0.5894 0.4777 0.6129

FS1 + SMART 0.6340 0.4886 0.4963

FS2 + SMART 0.6043 0.4687 0.4789

FS3 + SMART 0.5810 0.4697 0.5831

Table 8: Performance in terms of Accuracy at different level using different feature set

Therefore, low frequent terms cannot be ignored as noise. It can be some very specific

terms and by considering it the accuracy at higher level of details can be improved

whereas in previous experiments as we find it here in our experiments that FS3 with

TFIDF, BM25 and SMART gives better performance in terms of accuracy at C08F
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(higher or deep level of details) than at C08 and C (lower or upper level of detail). In

case of considering all terms (FS1), the result at C08F is not better than at C08 or C.

There is only one other instance where it can be seen from Table 8 where FS2 with

TFIDF gives better results as compared to the results at C08 and C. It can be said from

this set of experiments that FS3 here improves the accuracy at deeper level of IPC

hierarchy.

Figure 2: Performance in terms of Accuracy at different levels using using different feature set

5 Conclusion and Future Work

The focus of this research was to investigate the performance of classification at

different levels of details. At higher level (main group level) of IPC hierarchy, the

performance was worse than the performance at lower levels of detail. The main reason

for this is the inclusion of more general terms than specific terms. Low frequent terms

are potential specific terms and in patents it might refer to technical terms. Patents were

classified using three different feature sets (full terms, high frequent terms, low frequent

terms) at different levels and it was found that that low frequent terms with TFIDF,

BM25 and SMART gives better performance at higher level of detail as compared to the

performance at lower levels. In all other cases the accuracy was not better at higher level

except once case where high frequent with BM25 gives higher result at main group level

than class and subclass level. In future the role of clustering to classify patents will be

investigated. We also plan to investigate the effect of term proximity (closeness) within a

document that might increase the performance of patent classification. In future, one area

of focus will be to investigate the co-occurrence of terms in patents to identify

discriminant terms.
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